1.. Background {#S001}
==============

A prevailing sedentary lifestyle consisting of insufficient physical activity (PA) and high levels of sedentary behaviours such as screen-based media use (SBM) substantially accounts for the burden of many non-communicable diseases, including cardiovascular diseases, type 2 diabetes, and some cancers (Lee et al., [@CIT0031]; Proper, Singh, van Mechelen, & Chinapaw, [@CIT0043]).

Children and adolescents in general are the most physically active and healthiest subset of the population. Nevertheless, many youths do not meet current recommendations for PA, and a majority of youths in various countries exceed the recommended maximum amount of SBM of 2 h per day (Currie et al., [@CIT0014]).

Although numerous studies have focused on the physical health benefits of an active lifestyle, subjective perceptions of health and well-being have attracted growing attention in recent decades. Because most non-communicable diseases are less likely in children and adolescents (Boreham & Riddoch, [@CIT0006]), indicators of subjective well-being, such as health-related quality of life (HRQoL), play an especially important role in this age group. Moreover, subjective health complaints and low quality of life are common in adolescents and increase during teenage years (Ravens-Sieberer et al., [@CIT0047]).

HRQoL relates to a person\'s self-perceived health and consists of ratings of well-being and functionality in important life areas, including physical well-being/functioning, emotional well-being, self-esteem, social functioning, and family relations (Ravens-Sieberer, Erhart, Wille, Bullinger, & the BELLA study group, [@CIT0046]). HRQoL can help in identifying subgroups at higher risk for health problems and in detecting impairments in well-being and functioning early (Ravens-Sieberer et al., [@CIT0046]).

It is widely accepted that PA leads to better well-being, although causality has not been sufficiently proven (Bize, Johnson, & Plotnikoff, [@CIT0004]). Studies in children and adolescents have revealed that PA is related to mental health indicators such as depressive symptoms, anxiety, self-esteem, and cognitive functioning, as evidenced by a recent review of reviews. Furthermore, primary studies on SBM that were also reviewed found negative associations with indicators of mental health (Biddle & Asare, [@CIT0001]). The latter was also observed for self-esteem (Tremblay et al., [@CIT0058]). Studies relating PA or SBM to comprehensive measures of HRQoL in adolescents of the general population, however, are sparse.

Although some research on PA has found that more active adolescents reported notably higher HRQoL than those who were less active (Sanchez-Lopez et al., [@CIT0051]), others found quite low (Breslin et al., [@CIT0008]; Spengler & Woll, [@CIT0055]) or no (Boyle, Jones, & Walters, [@CIT0007]) associations of PA with HRQoL among children or adolescents. Studies that analysed both PA and SBM typically found that PA is positively, and SBM is negatively, related to different HRQoL measures (Chen et al., [@CIT0012]; Iannotti, Janssen, et al., [@CIT0022]; Iannotti, Kogan, Janssen, & Boyce, [@CIT0023]; Lacy et al., [@CIT0029]; Mathers et al., [@CIT0035]).

One possible mechanism through which PA or SBM may influence HRQoL is an effect on body satisfaction that subsequently leads to higher self-esteem and well-being (Biddle, Fox, Boutcher, & Faulkner, [@CIT0002]; Rejeski et al., [@CIT0048]). In fact, a recent meta-analysis concluded that exercisers report having a better body image and that exercising interventions lead to improvements in body image (Hausenblas & Fallon, [@CIT0019]). Higher body satisfaction, moreover, is one motive to participate in PA that is frequently expressed by adolescents (Tergerson & King, [@CIT0057]).

However, evidence regarding the relationship of PA with body satisfaction in adolescents is inconclusive (Breslin et al., [@CIT0008]; Fairclough, Ridgers, & Welk, [@CIT0016]; Iannotti, Janssen, et al., [@CIT0022]; Iannotti, Kogan, et al., [@CIT0023]). On the other hand, strong associations between body satisfaction and HRQoL were confirmed in previous studies on adolescents (Jansen, van de Looij-Jansen, de Wilde, & Brug, [@CIT0024]; Mond, van den Berg, Boutelle, Hannan, & Neumark-Sztainer, [@CIT0036]).

For SBM, it has also been supposed that high exposure to media images of ideal bodies may be one factor that leads to body dissatisfaction (BDS), especially in girls, through internalising these media images and making self-comparisons with these ideals (Ricciardelli, McCabe, Holt, & Finemore, [@CIT0049]). However, studies relating SBM to physical self-concept or body satisfaction have found inconsistent results. For example, Iannotti, Janssen, et al. ([@CIT0022]) discovered small negative relations between SBM and body satisfaction among large adolescent samples from North America and Europe, but in other studies, this association was not found or was found only in subsamples (Iannotti, Kogan, et al., [@CIT0023]; Nihill, Lubans, & Plotnikoff, [@CIT0038]; Racine, DeBate, Gabriel, & High, [@CIT0044]).

Both PA and SBM are different aspects of an inactive lifestyle and are independently related to health and well-being (Janssen & LeBlanc, [@CIT0025]; Tremblay et al., 2011). Most previous studies on HRQoL in adolescents are limited in that they only considered PA or SBM (Boyle et al., [@CIT0007]; Breslin et al., [@CIT0008]; Mathers et al., [@CIT0035]; Sanchez-Lopez et al., [@CIT0051]; Spengler & Woll, [@CIT0055]) or that they did not adjust for associations with other potentially important covariates, such as biological maturity, body satisfaction, and risk behaviours (Chen et al., [@CIT0012]; Iannotti, Janssen, et al., [@CIT0022]; Iannotti, Kogan, et al., [@CIT0023]; Lacy et al., [@CIT0029]). Some studies that included a variety of possible confounders focused on more specific aspects of adolescents\' well-being, such as self-esteem (Nihill et al., [@CIT0038]; Schmalz, Deane, Birch, & Davison, [@CIT0053]) or mental health (Ussher, Owen, Cook, & Whincup, [@CIT0059]). With the exception of a few studies (Breslin et al., [@CIT0008]; Chen et al., [@CIT0012]; Sanchez-Lopez et al., [@CIT0051]), we could not find research that related PA or SBM to different HRQoL subdomains in their analyses.

The aim of the present paper was to further explore the relationships of SBM and PA with different HRQoL subdomains in a representative sample of German adolescents, taking into account a variety of possible covariates. We expected that PA would be positively, and SBM negatively, related to HRQoL. Body satisfaction was examined as a possible mediator of these relationships. We supposed that potential mediation effects would be strongest for self-esteem among all HRQoL domains.

2.. Methods {#S002}
===========

2.1. Sample and procedures {#S002-S2001}
--------------------------

The data stemmed from the representative German Health Interview and Examination Survey (KiGGS) (Robert Koch-Institut, [@CIT0050]). The aims and methodology of this comprehensive survey comprising verbal and written inquiries and a medical examination are described in detail elsewhere (Kurth et al., [@CIT0028]). In brief, a total of 17,641 boys and girls aged 0--17 years and their parents participated in the survey from May 2003 to May 2006. A stratified multistage probability sample representative of this age group in Germany was obtained from 167 local study centres (sample points). Invited participants were randomly sampled from population registries. The overall response rate was 66.6%. Most non-responders had missed the scheduled appointment with no explanation or were children who refused participation. Analysis of a short non-responder questionnaire revealed very few differences between responders and non-responders in terms of health-relevant variables and indicated good representativeness on the health of children and adolescents living in Germany. Deviations of the net sample from the population structure in terms of age, gender, nationality, and region were corrected by sampling weights (Kurth et al., [@CIT0028]). The present analyses were restricted to adolescents aged 11--17 years (*N* = 6813; 51.3% male), for whom self-reported PA, SBM, body satisfaction, and HRQoL were assessed. The study was approved by the Charité/Universitätsmedizin Berlin ethics committee and the Federal Office for the Protection of Data.

2.2. Measures {#S002-S2002}
-------------

All measures were developed considering established instruments and adapted to the conditions and necessities of the KiGGS survey. All employed instruments were extensively pretested and validated, and the quality of the study was monitored throughout all phases (Kurth et al., [@CIT0028]).

### 2.2.1. Independent variables {#S002-S2002-S3001}

*Physical activity*. Boys and girls were asked how often they were physically active enough in their leisure time that they sweated or breathed hard. Possible answers were: 'about every day', 'about 3--5 times a week', 'about once or twice a week', 'about once or twice a month', or 'never'. Because the last two categories were rare (5.5% and 10.0%, respectively), they were combined to 'no regular PA' (reference) for the analyses. There are no reliability data available for the analysed sample. Other studies, however, showed moderate to good retest reliability for different time periods and supported validity for similar items in other studies on adolescents (Booth, Okely, Chey, & Bauman, [@CIT0005]; Prochaska, Sallis, & Long, [@CIT0042]).

*Screen-based media use*. The questionnaire asked for the average amount of daily time spent with different screen media (TV/videos, computer/Internet, and gaming consoles). An index for screen time was formed: for TV, computer, and gaming consoles, individual answers were scored with 0 ('not at all'), 0.5 ('about half an hour'), 1.5 ('about 1--2 h'), 3.5 ('about 3--4 h'), and 5 ('more than 4 h') and summed up across these media. The total screen time index was only computed for adolescents with valid answers for all three media. Because the distribution of the SBM index was skewed and to harmonise the analyses, SBM was classified into four groups: below 2 h per day (used as the reference category in the analyses), 2--\<3 h/day, 3--\<4.5 h/day, and ≥4.5 h/day. Similar SBM items have shown good retest reliability and good criterion-related validity in other applications with adolescent samples (Schmitz et al., [@CIT0054]; Utter, Neumark-Sztainer, Jeffery, & Story, [@CIT0060]). Concerning TV, in our sample, parallel items were answered by parents of 11--13 year olds, and these were plainly correlated with self-reported scores (*r* = 0.51 and 0.57 for boys and girls, respectively).

### 2.2.2. Dependent variables {#S002-S2002-S3002}

*Health-related quality of life*. HRQoL was measured with age-specific self-report versions of the revised German KINDL-R questionnaire (Ravens-Sieberer & Bullinger, [@CIT0045]). KINDL-R is a generic HRQoL measure that covers six dimensions of HRQoL with reference to the previous week: physical (e.g. 'I felt ill') and emotional well-being (e.g. 'I had fun and laughed a lot'), self-esteem (e.g. 'I was proud of myself'), family (e.g. 'I got along well with my parents'), friends (e.g. 'I got along well with my friends'), and school (e.g. 'Doing the schoolwork was easy'). Each dimension was measured by four items and transformed to a score in the range of 0 (lowest HRQoL) to 100 (highest HRQoL). The KINDL-R showed acceptable reliability and validity in different applications, including the KiGGS sample (Bullinger, Brutt, Erhart, & Ravens-Sieberer, [@CIT0010]). For the sample analysed here, Cronbach\'s alpha was *α* = 0.82 for the HRQoL total score and, for the subscales, ranged from *α* = 0.54 for the subscale school to *α* = 0.73 for family.

*Body (dis)satisfaction*. To assess BDS, adolescents were asked whether they thought of themselves as 'much too thin', 'slightly too thin', 'about the right size', 'slightly too fat', or 'much too fat'. Because of small group sizes for the extreme categories, the groups were merged to the three categories '(much) too thin', '(much) too fat', and 'right weight' (reference category). This item was also used in the international health behaviour in school-aged children survey and showed good retest reliability for a two-week interval (Griebler et al., [@CIT0017]).

### 2.2.3. Covariates {#S002-S2002-S3003}

Research indicates that factors often associated with PA and/or SBM and indicators of well-being include weight status (Griffiths, Parsons, & Hill, [@CIT0018]; Marshall, Biddle, Gorely, Cameron, & Murdey, [@CIT0033]), biological maturity (Hunter Smart et al., [@CIT0021]), sleep (Chen et al., [@CIT0012]; Nelson & Gordon-Larsen, [@CIT0037]), risk behaviours such as smoking and alcohol use (Iannotti, Janssen, et al., [@CIT0022]; Iannotti, Kogan, et al., [@CIT0023]; Nelson & Gordon-Larsen, [@CIT0037]), and socio-demographic variables such as age, socio-economic status (SES), gender, and ethnicity (Van Der Horst, Paw, Twisk, & Van Mechelen, [@CIT0061]). These variables were therefore included as potential covariates or, in case of gender, moderators in our analyses.

*Socio-demographic measures*. SES and ethnicity were assessed with parent questionnaires. SES was based on parents\' education, occupation, and household income (Lange et al., [@CIT0030]). Children whose parents were both immigrants and those who were immigrants themselves and had at least one parent of non-German descent were classified as immigrants (Schenk, Ellert, & Neuhauser, [@CIT0052]) and compared with children of German descent (reference category). Other parameters considered were decimal age and gender.

*Anthropometric measures*. Standing height was measured to the nearest centimetre using a rigid stadiometer. Weight was measured, with the subjects in their underwear, to the nearest 0.1 kg using a calibrated balance scale. Body weight was quantified using Cole\'s least mean square method expressing body mass index (BMI) as a standard deviation score (zBMI) (Cole, [@CIT0013]) using age- and gender-specific reference data for German children (Kromeyer-Hauschild et al., [@CIT0027]).

*Biological maturity*. The percentage of adult stature was estimated using the Khamis--Roche method (Khamis & Roche, [@CIT0026]). This measure is based on the actual height and weight of the child and the (self-reported) height of the parents. Age- and gender-specific continuous *z*-scores of the percentage of adult height already reached were calculated as a measure of maturity relative to same-aged peers (maturational timing).

*Smoking*. Adolescents were asked if and how often they currently smoked cigarettes. Those who indicated smoking at least sometimes were classified as 'smoking' and compared with those who indicated that they were non-smokers (reference category).

*Alcohol*. Adolescents self-reported whether they had ever drunk alcohol. If 'yes', they indicated how many glasses of beer, wine, and/or hard liquor they currently drank. Girls and boys who consumed beer, wine, and/or hard liquor once per week or more frequently were classified as 'regular drinkers' compared with those who drank less (reference category).

*Sleeping hours.* Participants were asked to estimate how many hours they had spent sleeping the night before examination day, and this was used as a continuous measure.

2.3. Statistical analyses {#S002-S2003}
-------------------------

Descriptive statistics were computed and compared between genders using independent *t*-tests and *χ* ^2^-tests. To describe associations between PA and SBM, *τc* rank order correlations were computed. All descriptive statistics were computed using Stata/IC 12.1 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX, USA) taking into account the clustering of the survey by using robust standard errors adjusted for clustering and by using sampling weights to adjust for deviations from representativeness. For analysing the associations between PA and SBM with HRQoL and BDS, the nested structure of the sample was accounted for by computing hierarchical regression models with the software HLM 6.08 (Scientific Software International, Skokie, IL, USA).

### 2.3.1. Data screening and missing values {#S002-S2003-S3001}

The portion of missing values was below 5% for all analysed variables. Because HLM only allows for individual missing values on the lowest level of the analysis (level 1; i.e. up to five of six HRQoL subscale scores may be missing for one subject), missing values for continuous subject-level predictors (level 2) were estimated by linear regression using all potential variables of the final analyses as predictors. Cases with missing values on categorical variables and those with completely missing information on HRQoL were excluded from the analyses. The excluded cases (3.4%) had significantly lower SES scores and more often were immigrants (*p* \< 0.01) but did not differ on other variables from the analysed sample. Completed data were screened for multicollinearity, distributional assumptions, and outliers, and no problems were discovered.

### 2.3.2. Main analyses {#S002-S2003-S3002}

To analyse the associations of PA frequency and SBM with the HRQoL subscale scores, a three-level hierarchical linear regression model was analysed in which individual HRQoL subscale scores (level 1) were nested in subjects (level 2) and subjects were nested in sample points (level 3). HRQoL intercepts were allowed to vary between sample points (random effects), whereas the slopes of the predictors were fixed. Because significant interactions with gender were revealed for the associations of PA and SBM with HRQoL, all models were computed separately for boys and girls.

All categorical independent measures were entered by using dummy variables to contrast each category with a reference category coded '0'. For each contrast, effect size *d* was computed as model-estimated mean difference divided by person-level SD and interpreted as *d* = 0.20 (small), *d* = 0.50 (medium), and *d* = 0.80 (large).

For the main analyses, crude regression models were computed first to estimate the bivariate associations of the HRQoL subscales with subject-level predictors. All tested covariates were significantly related to PA or SBM and HRQoL for at least some of the HRQoL subscales. In the final adjusted models, the effects for the different HRQoL subscales were adjusted for covariates that were significant in the final models.

### 2.3.3. Mediation analysis {#S002-S2003-S3003}

BDS was analysed as a possible mediator of the effects of PA and SBM on HRQoL. Because effects for feeling 'too fat' and 'too thin' in general pointed in the same direction, for the mediation analysis (which allows for a binary or continuous mediator), both categories were combined, and those who were dissatisfied with their weight were compared with boys and girls who felt 'about the right size'. We used the Stata package 'mediation' to calculate the mediated effect for BDS as a mediator using 3000 simulation runs for the quasi-Bayesian estimation of confidence intervals (Hicks & Tingley, [@CIT0020]). To simplify the analysis, mediated effects were only calculated for the comparison of the two most extreme categories of PA and SBM.

To further describe the kind of mediating mechanism, the coefficients *alpha* (the coefficient for the mediator BDS regressed on the independent variable PA/SBM) and *beta* (the coefficient for the dependent variable HRQoL regressed on the mediator BDS and adjusted for PA/SBM) were additionally calculated (Cerin & Mackinnon, [@CIT0011]). Because BDS was predicted by logistic regression, alpha is expressed as an odds ratio (OR).

3.. Results {#S003}
===========

3.1. Description of the sample {#S003-S2001}
------------------------------

Table [1](#T0001){ref-type="table"} gives a description of the sample and compares boys with girls. Boys in general reported more frequent PA (28.2% nearly daily PA vs. 17.3% in girls) but also higher amounts of SBM (M = 3.77 h vs. M = 2.73 h) and regular drinking (29.4% vs. 19.5%) than did girls. Girls more often felt 'too fat' (54.5% vs. 35.5%), whereas boys more often were satisfied with their weight but also more often felt 'too thin' (20.4% vs. 8.9%) than did girls. With respect to HRQoL, girls reported lower well-being, except on the subscale 'school', on which boys reported lower scores. Boys and girls did not differ in age, but girls on average were biological older in terms of the percentage of adult height already reached (M = 97% vs. 93%). Table 1.Characteristics of the studied KiGGS subsample (11--17 years old) by sex. GirlsBoysTotal*p*-Value^a^*N* (%)3321 (48.7)3492 (51.3)6813 (100)nsAge: *M* (s.e.)14.62 (0.02)14.62 (0.02)14.62 (0.02)nsSES score: *M* (s.e.)11.36 (0.11)11.56 (0.11)11.46 (0.09)0.093Immigrant: *N* (%)497 (17.2)557 (17.7)1054 (17.5)nsBMI *z*-score: *M* (s.e.)0.29 (0.02)0.24 (0.02)0.26 (0.02)nsPercentage of adult height (maturity)^b^: *M* (s.e.)97.04 (0.05)93.05 (0.08)95.00 (0.05)\<0.001Sleep duration (h): *M* (s.e.)8.37 (0.03)8.44 (0.03)8.40 (0.02)0.092Smoking: *N* (%)645 (20.5)649 (20.3)1294 (20.4)nsRegular alcohol drinking: *N* (%)456 (19.5)830 (29.4)1376 (24.6)\<0.001PA frequency: *N* (%)\<0.001 Nearly every day589 (17.3)1008 (28.2)1597 (22.9)  3--5 times/week848 (26.4)1224 (36.5)2072 (31.6)  1--2 times/week1125 (34.9)857 (25.2)1982 (29.9)  1--2 times/month240 (7.2)121 (3.8)361 (5.4)  Never455 (14.2)200 (6.3)655 (10.2) SBM per day: *N* (%)\<0.001 \<2 h/day1139 (34.5)544 (16.1)1683 (25.1)  2--\<3 h/day825 (25.2)806 (23.7)1631 (24.4)  3--\<4.5 h/day712 (22.3)864 (25.9)1576 (24.1)  ≥4.5 h/day562 (18.0)1173 (34.3)1735 (26.3) SBM (h/day): *M* (s.e.)2.73 (0.04)3.77 (0.06)3.28 (0.04)\<0.001Body (dis)satisfaction: *N* (%)\<0.001 Much too thin56 (1.7)109 (3.2)165 (2.4)  Slightly too thin246 (7.2)563 (17.2)809 (12.3)  Right size1196 (36.6)1546 (44.1)2742 (40.4)  Slightly too fat1448 (44.5)1046 (30.8)2494 (37.5)  Much too fat325 (10.0)162 (4.7)487 (7.3) HRQoL: *M* (s.e.) Physical well-being67.03 (0.30)74.05 (0.28)70.61 (0.24)\<0.001 Emotional well-being80.26 (0.28)81.90 (0.26)81.10 (0.20)\<0.001 Self-esteem56.05 (0.33)60.44 (0.37)58.29 (0.23)\<0.001 Family81.35 (0.32)82.49 (0.27)81.93 (0.20)0.009 Friends76.59 (0.29)78.23 (0.30)77.43 (0.21)\<0.001 School65.88 (0.37)66.40 (0.37)66.14 (0.29)nsTotal HRQoL score71.19 (0.21)73.91 (0.19)72.58 (0.15)\<0.001*Note*: Data from the KiGGS study were collected from 2003 to 2006. *N* may not add up to 6813/100% because of cases with missing information.^a^ *p*-Value of the comparison between girls and boys.^b^For the regression analysis an age- and sex-specific *z*-score of the maturity score shown here was used with *M* = 0 for both genders as well as for the total sample.ns = *p* \> 0.10.

Although PA frequency and SBM were significantly related (*τc* boys = 0.074, *τc* girls = 0.101, *p* \< 0.001), this association was not very strong. It is therefore confirmed that PA and SBM should be treated as distinct behaviours.

3.2. Associations with HRQoL {#S003-S2002}
----------------------------

Associations of PA with HRQoL were very clear in both the unadjusted and the adjusted models for girls as well as for boys, although most effects considerably decreased when adjusted for SBM and significant covariates (see Tables [2](#T0002){ref-type="table"} and [3](#T0003){ref-type="table"}). PA frequency was significantly related to all HRQoL domains, except for 'school' in boys and 'family' in girls. Higher PA frequency in general was related to higher HRQoL (see Figure [1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}(a) and 1(b)), showing small to moderate effect sizes for daily vs. no regular PA in both genders. The largest effects were seen for social and emotional well-being in boys (moderate effects: *d* = 0.56--0.59) and physical well-being followed by social well-being in girls (small to moderate effects: *d* = 0.43 and *d* = 0.32). In both genders, HRQoL was related to PA frequency in a dose--response manner, and for most subscales, significant linear trends were revealed. However, although HRQoL in boys increased quite steadily and the highest scores were reached with daily PA, girls\' HRQoL only slightly differed between daily PA and 3--5 times/week. Figure 1.(a--d) Health-related quality of life (HRQoL) subscale scores as a function of physical activity (PA) frequency and amount of daily screen-based media use (SBM) in girls (*N* = 3217) and boys (*N* = 3356). HRQoL scores on a scale from 0 (lowest HRQoL) to 100 (highest HRQoL) are contrasted with irregular PA and SBM less than 2 h per day as references (=0), respectively. Table 2.Crude and adjusted model of girls\' HRQoL scores predicted by PA and SBM: coefficient (s.e.) from three-level hierarchical linear regression (data from KiGGS study 2003--2006, 11--17 year-olds). PhysicalEmotionalSelf-esteemFamilyFriendsSchoolHRQoLCrude^a^Adj.^b^*d*CrudeAdj.*d*CrudeAdj.*d*CrudeAdj.*d*CrudeAdj.*d*CrudeAdj.*d*Intercept67.101 (0.393)\*\*\*69.208 (0.905)\*\*\* 80.305 (0.288)\*\*\*81.489 (0.884)\*\*\* 56.154 (0.332)\*\*\*58.596 (1.052)\*\*\* 81.410 (0.325)\*\*\*87.309 (0.978)\*\*\* 76.588 (0.288)\*\*\*76.143 (0.861)\*\*\* 65.973 (0.368)\*\*\*70.403 (1.003)\*\*\* PA frequency (not regular = reference)1--2 times per week4.723 (0.818)\*\*\*2.900 (0.825)\*\*\*0.192.535 (0.889)\*\*1.826 (0.874)\*0.143.392 (0.858)\*\*\*3.089 (0.834)\*\*\*0.261.562 (0.813)0.587 (0.776)0.041.331 (0.811)0.708 (0.809)0.053.546 (0.948)\*\*\*1.118 (0.946)0.073--5 times per week9.648 (0.881)\*\*\*6.708 (0.934)\*\*\*0.435.029 (0.903)\*\*\*3.826 (0.896)\*\*\*0.284.565 (0.947)\*\*\*4.134 (0.976)\*\*\*0.232.447 (0.882)\*\*0.722 (0.882)0.054.537 (0.850)\*\*\*3.543 (0.814)\*\*\*0.247.324 (0.956)\*\*\*3.397 (0.896)\*\*\*0.21Daily9.720 (1.091)\*\*\*5.968 (1.050)\*\*\*0.385.152 (1.063)\*\*\*3.347 (1.009)\*\*\*0.255.023 (1.156)\*\*\*4.621 (1.166)\*\*\*0.173.249 (0.958)\*\*\*0.796 (0.932)0.056.161 (0.978)\*\*\*4.770 (0.948)\*\*\*0.327.948 (1.192)\*\*\*3.800 (1.110)\*\*\*0.24Multivariate hypothesis *χ*^2^~(df=3)~134.455\*\*\*56.722\*\*\* 40.563\*\*\*21.922\*\*\* 29.226\*\*\*23.041\*\*\* 13.065\*\*0.922; 56.960\*\*\*38.812\*\*\* 73.212\*\*\*20.383\*\*\* *p*-Value linear trend\<0.001\<0.001 \<0.001\<0.001 \<0.001\<0.001 0.0010.392 \<0.001\<0.001 \<0.001\<0.001 *p*-Value quadratic trend\<0.0010.003 0.0410.048 0.0350.052 0.5480.673 0.8050.663 0.0400.578 *p*-Value cubic trend0.1130.064 0.3750.273 0.4800.490 0.7210.844 0.1950.126 0.3050.292 SBM (\<2 h/day = reference)2--\<3 h/day−0.704 (0.818)−0.4301 (0.813)−0.03−1.092 (0.668)−0.759 (0.644)−0.060.880 (0.887)0.507 (0.855)0.03−2.712 (0.729)\*\*\*−2.856 (0.725)\*\*\*−0.18−0.866 (0.698)−0.245 (0.674)−0.02−1.597 (0.742)\*−1.082 (0.722)−0.073--\<4.5 h/day−4.519 (0.819)\*\*\*−2.474 (0.748)\*\*\*−0.16−2.818 (0.686)\*\*\*−1.641 (0.653)\*−0.12−1.485 (0.977)−1.080 (0.954)−0.06−3.356 (0.887)\*\*\*−2.227 (0.826)\*\*−0.14−1.787 (0.757)\*−0.756 (0.748)−0.05−3.900 (0.967)\*\*\*−1.468 (0.894)−0.09≥4.5 h/day−7.119 (0.945)\*\*\*−4.411 (0.951)\*\*\*−0.28−4.001 (0.798)\*\*\*−2.385 (0.782)\*\*−0.18−4.668 (1.117) \*\*\*−3.200 (1.037)\*\*−0.18−4.058 (0.884)\*\*\*−2.693 (0.883)\*\*−0.17−4.378 (1.019)\*\*\*−3.072 (1.026)\*\*−0.21−9.291 (0.909)\*\*\*−5.890 (0.898)\*\*\*−0.37Multivariate hypothesis *χ*^2^~(df=3)~74.188\*\*\*28.124\*\*\* 32.778\*\*\*11.988\*\* 22.209\*\*\*11.550\*\* 28.941\*\*\*19.585\*\*\* 21.416\*\*\*9.796\* 106.965\*\*\*43.573\*\*\* *p*-Value linear trend\<0.001\<0.001 \<0.0010.001 \<0.0010.001 \<0.0010.010 \<0.0010.002 \<0.001\<0.001 *p*-Value quadratic trend0.1670.249 0.9310.988 0.0090.073 0.1290.060 0.1920.106 0.0050.011 *p*-Value cubic trend0.1920.631 0.7450.978 0.5270.676 0.3220.044 0.5010.538 0.2760.058 Random effects (HRQoL intercepts)Level 2 variance components246.082\*\*\* 182.641\*\*\*317.448\*\*\*244.160\*\*\*217.378\*\*\*259.273\*\*\*Level 3 variance components7.098\*\*\* 2.130\*\*0 (fixed)2.730\*0 (fixed)2.707\*\*Model statistics: deviance = 156788.622, number of estimated parameters = 116; model comparison against full model with all covariates: *χ*^2^~(df=23)~ = 16.746, *p* \> 0.50*N* = 19,156 -- level 1; *N* = 3217 -- level 2, *N* = 167 -- level 3.^a^Crude = univariate model; intercepts of the crude model are the intercepts of the 'null model' without predictors at levels 2 or 3 and therefore represent the grand means of the HRQoL subscales.^b^Adj. = adjusted model (adjusted for PA/SBM and the following covariates when significant: age, SES, foreign background, BMI *z*-score, maturational timing *z*-score, sleep duration, smoking, and drinking); intercepts in the adjusted model are the average HRQoL subscale score for boys reporting no regular PA, SBM \< 2 h/day, of German descent, no regular drinking or smoking, feeling 'right weight', and of average age, SES, maturational timing, and BMI *z*-score.^c^Effect size *d* (mean difference against reference category divided by person-level SD).\**p* ≤ 0.05.\*\**p* ≤ 0.01.\*\*\**p* ≤ 0.001. Table 3.Crude and adjusted model of boys\' HRQoL scores predicted by PA and SBM: coefficient (s.e.) from three-level hierarchical linear regression (data from KiGGS study 2003--2006, 11--17 year-olds). PhysicalEmotionalSelf-esteemFamilyFriendsSchoolHRQoLCrude^a^Adj.^b^*d*^c^CrudeAdj.*d*CrudeAdj.*d*CrudeAdj.*d*CrudeAdj.*d*CrudeAdj.*d*Intercept74.059 (0.275)\*\*\*74.341 (1.143)\*\*\* 81.860 (0.262)\*\*\*78.730 (1.061)\*\*\* 60.333 (0.369)\*\*\*56.861 (1.473)\*\*\* 82.454 (0.278)\*\*\*81.672 (1.357)\*\*\* 78.159 (0.309)\*\*\*72.811 (1.293)\*\*\* 66.376 (0.390)\*\*\*73.360 (1.409)\*\*\* PA frequency (not regular = reference)1--2 times per week3.722 (1.108)\*\*\*2.934 (1.102)\*\*0.204.215 (0.959)\*\*\*3.842 (0.957)\*\*\*0.333.097 (1.356)\*3.928 (1.305)\*\*0.223.642 (1.295)\*\*3.029 (1.300)\*0.213.397 (1.283)\*\*2.980 (1.247)\*0.220.269 (1.251)−1.094 (1.288)−0.073--5 times per week5.139 (1.114)\*\*\*3.813 (1.074)\*\*\*0.275.713 (0.877)\*\*\*5.119 (0.868)\*\*\*0.454.068 (1.226)\*\*\*4.885 (1.215)\*\*\*0.284.052 (1.254)\*\*3.195 (1.243)\*0.227.474 (1.178)\*\*\*6.759 (1.105)\*\*\*0.491.811 (1.189)−0.249 (1.200)−0.02Daily8.035 (1.062)\*\*\*6.318 (1.059)\*\*\*0.447.184 (0.937)\*\*\*6.377 (0.925)\*\*\*0.564.633 (1.276)\*\*\*5.871 (1.238)\*\*\*0.334.432 (1.181)\*\*\*3.606 (1.213)\*\*0.259.551 (1.240)\*\*\*8.090 (1.194)\*\*\*0.592.424 (1.280)0.275 (1.345)0.02Multivariate hypothesis *χ*^2^~(df=3)~82.968\*\*\*51.564\*\*\* 68.210\*\*\*55.059\*\*\* 14.935\*\*23.938\*\*\* 14.967\*\*9.203\* 106.381\*\*\*86.179\*\*\* 9.571\*3.725 *p*-Value linear trend\<0.001\<0.001 \<0.001\<0.001 \<0.001\<0.001 \<0.0010.003 \<0.001\<0.001 0.0230.678 *p*-Value quadratic trend0.5210.732 0.0090.014 0.0950.051 0.0360.091 0.3350.210 0.8040.234 *p*-Value cubic trend0.0900.107 0.1170.136 0.5050.248 0.1820.204 0.4760.334 0.4480.407 SBM (\<2 h/day = reference)2--\<3 h/day−1.431 (0.871)−0.999 (0.845)−0.070.421 (0.750)0.653 (0.738)0.090.399 (1.249)0.094 (1.262)0.011.700 (0.817)\*1.685 (0.810)\*0.250.109 (0.925)0.811 (0.880)0.06−1.286 (0.940)−0.892 (0.883)−0.063--\<4.5 h/day−2.081 (0.878)\*−1.070 (0.868)−0.07−1.013 (0.691)−0.421 (0.702)−0.040.760 (1.051)0.358 (1.070)0.020.714 (0.883)0.944 (0.922)0.22−1.117 (0.860)0.225 (0.848)0.02−4.280 (0.876)\*\*\*−3.000 (0.838)\*\*\*−0.19≥4.5 h/day−4.656 (0.850)\*\*\*−2.857 (0.843)\*\*\*−0.20−2.435 (0.693)\*\*\*−1.376 (0.716)−0.120.305 (1.077)0.148 (1.129)0.01−1.561 (0.959)−0.735 (0.965)−0.21−1.859 (0.863)\*−0.063 (0.845)−0.01−7.641 (0.876)\*\*\*−4.909 (0.869)\*\*\*−0.31Multivariate hypothesis *χ*^2^~(df=3)~35.856\*\*\*14.586\*\* 25.014\*\*\*11.354\*\* 0.6940.170 22.128\*\*\*14.154\*\* 7.2721.401 88.201\*\*\*38.159\*\*\* *p*-Value linear trend 0.002  0.018  0.838  0.348  0.776  \<0.001 *p*-Value quadratic trend 0.466  0.101  0.830  0.001  0.321  0.402 *p*-Value cubic trend 0.218  0.351  0.843  0.572  0.501  0.698 Random effects (HRQoL intercepts)Level 2 variance components206.305\*\*\* 132.154\*\*\*309.021\*\*\*214.516\*\*\*190.535\*\*\*244.819\*\*\*Level 3 variance components0 (fixed) 2.221\*\*\*3.044\*0 (fixed)3.223\*\*\*6.854\*\*\*Model statistics: deviance = 160766.206, number of estimated parameters = 113; model comparison against full model with all covariates: *χ*^2^~(df=26)~ = 25.072, *p* \> 0.50*N* = 19,920 -- level 1; *N* = 3356 -- level 2, *N* = 167 -- level 3.^a^Crude = univariate model; intercepts of the crude model are the intercepts of the 'null model' without predictors at levels 2 or 3 and therefore represent the grand means of the HRQoL subscales.^b^Adj. = adjusted model (adjusted for PA/SBM and the following covariates when significant: age, SES, foreign background, BMI *z*-score, maturational timing *z*-score, sleep duration, smoking, and drinking); intercepts in the adjusted model are the average HRQoL subscale score for boys reporting no regular PA, SBM \< 2 h/day, of German descent, no regular drinking or smoking, feeling 'right weight', and of average age, SES, maturational timing, and BMI *z*-score.^c^Effect size *d* (mean difference against reference category divided by person-level SD).\**p* ≤ 0.05.\*\**p* ≤ 0.01.\*\*\**p* ≤ 0.001.

High SBM generally was related to lower HRQoL in our sample, although associations were more unambiguous in girls. In both genders, SBM effects were slightly reduced after adjustment for PA and covariates. Negative associations of SBM with HRQoL were significant for all HRQoL domains in girls (Table [2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}) and were most obvious for school, friends, and physical well-being. The largest effect for SBM was found with girls\' school functioning (*d* = −0.37) -- a steep decline in HRQoL appeared for those in the highest SBM category (Figure [1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}(c)). In girls, SBM was related to HRQoL in a dose--response manner and for most subscales was best described by a linear trend, except for the subscale family. The pattern of associations between SBM and HRQoL was less clear in boys (Table [3](#T0003){ref-type="table"}). Only physical well-being, family, and school were significant in the adjusted model, with the largest effects for school (*d* = −0.31). In general, boys with the highest SBM had the lowest HRQoL scores (Figure [1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}(d)), but a clear dose--response relation was only seen with physical well-being and school, which also showed significant linear trends. On the family subscale, a significant quadratic trend was revealed; scores for medium SBM were higher than they were for low SBM, and only boys with the highest SBM showed reduced familial well-being.

For all HRQoL subscales, SBM effects were larger in girls than in boys. The opposite was true for PA, where the effects were larger in boys than in girls, with the exception of the school domain.

No PA--SBM interactions were found for any of the HRQoL subscales, confirming that the effects of PA and SBM were independent of each other in both genders. Interaction effects of PA with gender were significant for the HRQoL domains physical well-being and school (*p* \< 0.05), and for SBM, significant interactions were found in relation to the domains physical well-being, self-esteem, and family (*p* \< 0.05).

3.3. Mediation analysis {#S003-S2003}
-----------------------

Tables [4](#T0004){ref-type="table"} and [5](#T0005){ref-type="table"} show the results of the mediation analysis for BDS as a potential mediator of the relationships of PA and SBM with HRQoL. No interactions of PA or SBM with BDS were detected in any of the models. Table 4.Mediation analysis in girls (*N* = 3217) -- PA and SBM effects on HRQoL mediated by BDS (data from KiGGS study 2003--2006, 11--17 year-olds).HRQoL subscale ►PhysicalEmotionalSelf-esteemFamilyFriendsSchoolBDS^a^ → HRQoL (beta; 95% CI)−4.395 (−5.700; −3.090)−3.396 (−4.593; −2.199)−5.957 (−7.512; −4.403)−3.659 (−5.123; −2.195)−2.393 (−3.625; −1.162)−4.080 (−5.407; −2.753)PA effects^b^ PA → BDS^a^ (alpha)OR (95% CI): 0.704 (0.523; 0.949) (Average) mediated effects (95% CI)^c^0.259 (0.008; 0.564)0.195 (0.006; 0.432)0.346 (0.012; 0.739)0.219 (0.006; 0.501)0.140 (0.003; 0.341)0.243 (0.008; 0.526) % of total effect mediated3.34%4.34%9.18%19.81%2.24%4.48%SBM effects^d^ SBM → BDS^a^ (alpha)OR (95% CI): 1.922 (1.448; 2.551) (Average) mediated effects (95% CI)^a^−0.485 (−0.762; −0.242)−0.363 (−0.582; −0.176)−0.641 (−0.983; −0.328)−0.402 (−0.689; −0.168)−0.262 (−0.460; −0.101)−0.463 (−0.753; −0.216) % of total effect mediated9.70%13.24%20.98%14.84%8.57%8.20%*Note*: Given are the coefficients of the effects and (in brackets) the lower and upper bounds of confidence intervals (CI). Significant effects are printed in bold. All effects were adjusted for SBM/PA and covariates (age, SES, foreign background, BMI *z*-score, maturational timing *z*-score, sleep duration, smoking, and drinking).^a^BDS effects for the comparison of 'dissatisfied' (=1; 'too fat' or 'too thin' combined) with 'satisfied' (=0).^b^For the contrast of daily vs. no regular PA.^c^The mediated effect is significant when the confidence interval does not include 0.^d^For the contrast of SBM ≥4.5 h/day vs. \<2 h/day. Table 5.Mediation analysis in boys (*N* = 3356) -- PA and SBM effects on HRQoL mediated by BDS (data from KiGGS study 2003--2006, 11--17 year-olds).HRQoL subscale ►PhysicalEmotionalSelf-esteemFamilyFriendsSchoolBDS → HRQoL (beta; 95% CI)**−3.656 (−4.743; −2.570)−1.865 (−2.786; −0.945)−3.231 (−4.711; −1.752)−2.013 (−3.123; −0.902)−2.808 (−3.841; −1.775)−2.963 (−4.240; −1.686)PA effects**^a^ PA → BDS (alpha)OR (95% CI): 0.806 (0.603; 1.076) (Average) mediated effects (95% CI)^b^**0.614 (0.147; 1.146)0.160 (0.036; 0.331)0.257 (0.056; 0.542)0.165 (0.029; 0.372)0.243 (0.059; 0.482)0.270 (0.058; 0.565)** % of total effect mediated9.85%2.76%6.57%6.63%2.62%15.65%**SBM effects**^c^ SBM → BDS (alpha)OR (95% CI): **1.383 (1.104; 1.734)**  (Average) mediated effects (95% CI)^b^**−0.332 (−0.563; −0.127)−0.175 (−0.330; −0.055)−0.276 (−0.508; −0.092)−0.177 (−0.349; −0.048)−0.259 (−0.448; −0.096)−0.281 (−0.506; −0.097)** % of total effect mediated11.20%9.21%22.33%10.76%21.54%4.88%*Note*: Given are the coefficients of the effects and (in brackets) the lower and upper bounds of confidence intervals (CI). Significant effects are printed in bold. All effects adjusted for SBM/PA and covariates (age, SES, foreign background, BMI z-score, maturational timing z-score, sleep duration, smoking, and drinking).^a^For the contrast of daily vs. no regular PA.^b^BDS effects for the comparison of 'dissatisfied' (=1; 'too fat' or 'too thin' combined) with 'satisfied' (=0).^c^The mediated effect is significant when the confidence interval does not include 0.^d^For the contrast of SBM ≥4.5 h/day vs. \<2 h/day.

In general, the results show that more frequent PA was related to a lower risk of BDS, although in boys the contrast of daily vs. irregular PA did not reach significance (*p* for trend \<0.05). Higher use of SBM was associated with significantly higher odds of feeling dissatisfied in both genders, and BDS was related to significantly lower HRQoL scores on all subscales in both genders.

The corresponding mediated effects for BDS were significant for PA and SBM on all HRQoL subscales in boys and girls. However, the size of these effects was rather small. Mediated PA effects in girls accounted for 0.14--0.35 point increases in HRQoL scores for daily vs. irregular PA (see Table [4](#T0004){ref-type="table"}), with the largest value for the self-esteem subscale. In boys, the PA effects explained by mediation ranged from 0.16 to 0.61 point increases in HRQoL (Table [5](#T0005){ref-type="table"}), with the largest effect for physical well-being. The proportions of total PA effects that were mediated exceeded 10% only for those HRQoL subscales on which the PA effect was small and not significant. Thus, our results indicate that only a very small part of the PA effects was mediated by BDS.

Mediation effects for SBM were more pronounced in girls than in boys and were larger than those for PA. Again, however, the size of these indirect effects was rather small. The maximum encountered mediated effect for self-esteem, for example, showed that for the highest compared with the lowest SBM category, the effect mediated by feeling dissatisfied accounted for a 0.64 point decrease in self-esteem, which was roughly 20% of the corresponding total SBM effect. Most other indirect effects were notably lower.

In boys, the mediation of SBM effects was, overall, comparable in size to the mediation results for PA. The largest effect was again found for the subscale physical well-being, where a decrease of 0.33 points could be explained by mediation, which was 11.2% of the total effect for highest vs. lowest SBM. The proportions of the total SBM effect that were mediated on other subscales again exceeded 10% only for those HRQoL subscales on which the effects of SBM were small and non-significant.

4.. Discussion {#S004}
==============

The present paper examined the associations of PA and SBM with HRQoL subdomains in a representative sample of German adolescents and evaluated the mediating role of body satisfaction for these associations. In general, associations of PA with HRQoL showed that more frequent PA in both genders was related to higher HRQoL. High use of screen-based media was associated with lower HRQoL, but these associations were more pronounced in girls than in boys. Mediation analysis indicated significant but rather small indirect effects of PA and SBM on HRQoL via BDS, accounting for only small portions of total effects of PA and SBM.

4.1. PA in relation to HRQoL {#S004-S2001}
----------------------------

Our finding that HRQoL was positively related to PA frequency confirms research with children and adolescents on PA and different measures of HRQoL (Chen et al., [@CIT0012]; Lacy et al., [@CIT0029]; Sanchez-Lopez et al., [@CIT0051]), although some previous studies found only very small effects (Iannotti, Janssen, et al., [@CIT0022]; Iannotti, Kogan, et al., [@CIT0023]; Spengler & Woll, [@CIT0055]) or non-significant effects (Boyle et al., [@CIT0007]).

The variation in results of previous studies might be explained by different assessments of PA and HRQoL as well as by confounders that were accounted for aside from PA, including SBM. Self-report measures likely differ in the specific aspects that they cover. For example, Spengler and Woll ([@CIT0055]) analysed a random subsample (*N* = 1828, 58.3% response) of our sample but used a different PA questionnaire that measured overall volume of PA in minutes. They did not adjust for SBM and covariates such as zBMI, maturity, sleep, foreign background, smoking, or drinking and reported only very small associations with overall HRQoL score.

Our results indicate that PA frequency is related to HRQoL generally in a dose--response manner. In girls, however, the results indicate that a PA frequency of 3--5 times per week or more, not just the highest (i.e. daily) PA frequency, is associated with the highest HRQoL. Because from adolescence on, girls are found to be less physically active and physical requirements for PA differ between boys and girls, it may be reasonable that for both genders, different kinds and amounts of activities are optimal for subjective well-being. Yet, because we asked only for frequency but not total amount of PA, we cannot draw conclusions about the ideal amount of PA for each gender in terms of well-being.

Only very few studies have discriminated between different HRQoL subdomains when examining associations with PA. We observed the strongest associations between PA frequency and physical and social well-being (friends). This finding is in line with the results of Breslin et al. ([@CIT0008]), who found that children who met the recommendations for PA reported higher social acceptance and peer support as well as fewer physical and emotional symptoms. Our results are also consistent with those of Iannotti, Janssen, et al. ([@CIT0022]), who found the strongest associations of PA with perceived health status and peer relationships in an international comparison.

Although it is possible that girls and boys with better physical well-being simply engage in more PA because of better overall functioning, a positive impact of PA on physical well-being is likely. PA, especially on a regular basis, results in various physical adaptations that may enhance well-being, although dose--response issues are unclear (Biddle et al., [@CIT0002]).

The link between PA and better social well-being related to friends seems reasonable, because PA in adolescents, especially boys, is often performed together with peers or in team sports (Wickel & Eisenmann, [@CIT0062]). It is therefore likely that for the social dimension of well-being, time spent together during physical activities is critical. This may also explain why these effects were more pronounced in males than in females.

According to other studies (Breslin et al., [@CIT0008]), more frequent PA was also related to higher self-esteem scores in our sample, although the effect sizes were small. Stronger indications of causal influences of PA on self-esteem were reported by Schmalz et al. ([@CIT0053]). They revealed a significant lagged effect of PA on self-esteem after two years in early adolescent girls, whereas no indication was found for an effect of self-esteem on later PA. A review on exercise interventions also concluded that exercise leads to increased self-esteem in youths, at least in the short run (Ekeland, Heian, Hagen, Abbott, & Nordheim, [@CIT0015]). It therefore seems justified to assume that PA has a positive impact on self-esteem in adolescents.

4.2. SBM in relation to HRQoL {#S004-S2002}
-----------------------------

The found association of high SBM with lower HRQoL in our sample is in accord with the results of previous studies (Iannotti, Janssen, et al., [@CIT0022]; Iannotti, Kogan, et al., [@CIT0023]; Lacy et al., [@CIT0029]; Mathers et al., [@CIT0035]). Consistent with our findings, Lacy et al. ([@CIT0029]) found larger associations in girls than in boys, whereas no gender-specific results were reported in other studies.

Hardly any research has examined SBM in relation to HRQoL subdomains. In general, the effects in our sample were largest for school functioning in both genders. This result is in line with studies relating SBM to lower academic performance (Strasburger, Jordan, & Donnerstein, [@CIT0056]; Tremblay et al., [@CIT0058]). High media consumption may lead to a lack of time for school work and therefore interfere with school functioning. On the other hand, adolescents with lower school success may turn to other interests in their leisure time and therefore have higher SBM.

Although the effect size was small, we found that high SBM related to lower self-esteem in girls. This finding confirms results from other studies (Nihill et al., [@CIT0038]; Racine et al., [@CIT0044]; Tremblay et al., [@CIT0058]). One possible explanation for this result would be that the negative impact of media images on girls\' body image generalises to general self-esteem. This hypothesis is discussed in more detail below as part of the mediation analysis.

Boys\' familial well-being was only reduced in the group with the highest SBM but was heightened for those in the medium categories. Some other studies also reported small positive associations of SBM with social relationships, although primarily for peers (Chen et al., [@CIT0012]; Iannotti, Janssen, et al., [@CIT0022]; Iannotti, Kogan, et al., [@CIT0023]). It might be the social component of SBM that affects social well-being. Watching TV or engaging in computer use or console gaming together, at least for some boys, may be one kind of family or peer activity that positively affects social well-being. In girls, on the other hand, social well-being was highest in those with the lowest SBM, indicating no such social benefit or, rather, differing needs concerning the quality of social interactions.

However, we did not differentiate between different kinds of media in our study. The effects of SBM on health and well-being can also result from specific media content and not only from being sedentary (Brown & Cantor, [@CIT0009]). This may explain some of the gender differences found in the results (Olds, Maher, Ridley, & Kittel, [@CIT0039]). Further research would benefit from analysing patterns of results for different types of media in relation to HRQoL subdomains in boys and girls.

4.3. Mediation by BDS {#S004-S2003}
---------------------

A positive impact on body image is one supposed effect of an active lifestyle and was hypothesised as a possible mediator for farther-reaching effects on improved self-esteem and quality of life (Biddle et al., [@CIT0002]; Rejeski et al., [@CIT0048]). We found only small indications of body satisfaction mediating the effects of higher PA frequency on HRQoL, and the relation of PA with BDS was less clear than that of SBM with BDS.

Our result is in contrast to results from a meta-analysis that revealed conspicuously better body image in exercisers of different ages (Hausenblas & Fallon, [@CIT0019]). However, other studies found only small (Iannotti, Janssen, et al., [@CIT0022]; Iannotti, Kogan, et al., [@CIT0023]) or no associations (Breslin et al., [@CIT0008]; Fairclough et al., [@CIT0016]) of PA with body image in children and adolescents. It is likely that specific forms of PA (i.e. structured exercise and sports) affect body image more strongly than does the broader concept of PA that was investigated here.

BDS may be one mechanism that explains lower HRQoL and especially lower self-esteem in female heavy media users. Gender differences in our results indicate that the assumption that idealised media images of female bodies could have a negative impact on girls\' body image and in turn on self-esteem may be partly true. Self-esteem, as expected, was the HRQoL dimension with the largest mediation effect, accounting for more than 20% of the total SBM effect in girls. However, all mediated effects were rather small, and most of the SBM-HRQoL association could not be explained by these indirect effects. Furthermore, in boys, effects on physical well-being generally were more pronounced than were effects on self-esteem for both PA and SBM.

We are not aware of other studies that have examined whether the effects of SBM are mediated by body satisfaction. Overall, the links between SBM and BDS that we revealed in our study seem to stand out from other studies in their magnitude. One reason may be that we adjusted our analyses for actual weight status, which was not done in most other research (Iannotti, Janssen, et al., [@CIT0022]; Iannotti, Kogan, et al., [@CIT0023]; Racine et al., [@CIT0044]).

Because direct associations of PA and SBM with HRQoL were more manifest than were associations with BDS and only small proportions of PA and SBM effects were partially mediated by BDS, the hypothesis that body satisfaction mediates the effects of PA or SBM on HRQoL altogether received only partial support from our study. Other mechanisms must therefore account for large parts of the relationships of SBM and PA with HRQoL and should be investigated in future studies. It may be, for example, that adolescents with low PA and high SBM have fewer social contacts and support (although this may also be a reason for high media use or an alternative way to make contact). SBM is also associated with less balanced nutrition (Pearson & Biddle, [@CIT0040]), which might also lead to lower well-being independent of weight status. Other potential mediating variables that were supposed for PA are mastery experiences and self-confidence, a positive environment, and physiological mechanisms as a result of somatic adaptations (Biddle et al., [@CIT0002]). These mediating variables remain to be studied in adolescents. Nevertheless, we identified body satisfaction as a strong predictor of HRQoL. Further research should analyse whether BDS causally affects HRQoL domains and whether promotion of body satisfaction therefore may generalise to increased general well-being.

4.4. Strengths and limitations {#S004-S2004}
------------------------------

Some strengths of our study should be highlighted. In contrast to previous studies, we studied both PA and SBM in relation to a comprehensive HRQoL measure and considered independent associations of both PA and SBM, as different but not opposite aspects of inactivity, with HRQoL subdomains while controlling for a variety of meaningful covariates and differentiating results by gender. We used a large and representative sample, covering a broad age range from early to late adolescence. The applied questionnaires were extensively pretested and validated (Kurth et al., [@CIT0028]). We are not aware of other studies that tested the possible mediating role of body satisfaction on HRQoL effects.

However, some limitations should also be considered. First, based on the present cross-sectional analyses, we cannot draw conclusions about the causality of the found effects. Concerning PA, it was argued not only that PA could increase well-being but also that well-being could motivate further PA. Therefore, the associations may well be reciprocal (Biddle et al., [@CIT0002]). The same could be true for SBM. Only longitudinal and experimental research will help to determine the foundations of these relationships. In addition, mediation effects generally cannot satisfactorily be verified by cross-sectional research. Nevertheless, examining hypothesised associations and possible mediating mechanisms cross-sectionally can help to refute causal hypotheses. The KiGGS study, furthermore, is going to be continued as a cohort study, which implies that results from the reported survey may be verified longitudinally and may allow for more sound conclusions.

Both PA and SBM were self-reported by adolescents in our study. It is well recognised that the accuracy of PA and SBM self-reports in children and adolescents is limited (Biddle, Gorely, Pearson, & Bull, [@CIT0003]; Lubans et al., [@CIT0032]). In particular, the PA item was rather crude and not able to represent the full picture of this complex behaviour (Pettee Gabriel, Morrow, & Woolsey, [@CIT0041]), and no exact information on the reliability and validity of the employed self-report measures is available. The use of more accurate objective measures (e.g. accelerometers or timekeepers) is preferable, but is often not feasible in comprehensive health surveys such as the KiGGS. However, as Masse and de Niet ([@CIT0034]) pointed out, most PA self-report measures are suitable for accurately ranking subjects according to their PA levels, a feature that is needed in studies relating PA to health outcomes.

Reliability in terms of internal consistency was debatable for some HRQoL subscale scores, and this may have resulted in larger measurement errors. Therefore, the results for family and friends should particularly be interpreted with caution. However, internal consistency was only slightly lower than it was in a study on the psychometric properties of this instrument (Bullinger et al., [@CIT0010]), in which altogether good scale properties as well as convergent and discriminant validity were confirmed.

4.5. Conclusions {#S004-S2005}
----------------

In sum, we found positive associations of PA and negative associations of SBM with HRQoL independent from each other and from relevant covariates such as body mass, age, or maturational timing, with low-to-moderate effect sizes for PA and generally lower effects for SBM. Whereas PA associations were more pronounced in boys, SBM associations were more consistent in girls. Although the sizes of the found effects were only low to moderate, some differences in HRQoL scores between PA categories were of the same magnitude as differences between healthy children and those with chronic conditions or handicaps (Ravens-Sieberer et al., [@CIT0046]).

We found only small indirect effects indicating that PA and SBM affect HRQoL indirectly via body satisfaction, but large portions of these effects are left unexplained.

Future studies on PA and well-being should concentrate on establishing causal effects and exploring which mediating mechanisms account for the found associations. Because the patterns of the results were more divergent with respect to SBM, it may be fruitful to distinguish between different types of SBM (i.e. TV, computer, and video games) to shed further light on the found gender differences in relation to the associations of SBM and well-being.
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